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Breakdown

§ Social Media Basics - What, Why, How (handout)
§ Building Your Online Presence
§ Translate Active Social Media into Professional Success



SOCIAL MEDIA BASICS
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What is Social Media?
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Why Social Media? 

§ 72% of adult internet users have gone online to find health information
§ Reach patients
§ Connect with experts
§ Job recruitment
§ Advocacy
§ Encourage clinical trial enrollment
§ Promote your manuscripts 
§ Promotion!!!??? (Altmetrics)



Setting up a Twitter account

1. Go to https://twitter.com/  https://twitter.com/ 
2.  Cl ick “Sign Up”



Setting up a Twitter account

3.  Create a “Twitter Name” and add Phone Number

4.  Click “Sign Up”
What’s in a name?

DO’S
• ShannonWestin
• DrSWestin
• SNWestinMD
• GynOncSWestin

DON’TS
• WonderWoman
• GOGFDoc
• SKate37
• Shannon37373737



Setting up a Twitter account

5.  Verify phone.  Click “Ok.”  Twitter will send you a text to 
verify that you are creating the account.

6. Type in your code (sent to you via text).  Click next.  



Setting up a Twitter account

7. Enter a password (two step verification…)

8. Pick a profile picture.  



Setting up a Twitter account

9. Customize your profile (Ok to “Skip 
for now.”)

10.Turn on notifications (or don’t).  
Ok to click “Skip for now.”

11.TWEETS ARE MY OWN (super 
important phrase)

12.Follow follow follow (more on this 
in a min)

13.Read your institution’s SM policy
14. Go LIVE and tweet!



BUILDING AN 
ONLINE PRESENCE
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FOLLOW FOLLOW FOLLOW
Who???
§ @asco
§ @JCO_ASCO and all JCO journals
§ @NRGonc
§ @theNCI
§ Your other favorite journals

§ Your colleagues/collaborators 
§ Your institution
§ Your specialty groups
§ @ShannonWestin (!!)

§ @drteplinsky (!!!)



#HASHTAGS



Make it Eye Catching and Entertaining

§ Bullet points
§ Emojis
§ Avoid text only
§ Be conscious of your environment
§ Patients (and future employers) 

will see this 



ANNOUNCE YOURSELF 



Start Slow –
Like             VS.              Retweet



CONTENT IS KING

New drug approvals

Popular press



Content is King: Value Added

Hot off the press clinical trial results



Interact with Influencers and Experts

Shout out to your colleagues



Tweeting at Meetings

Some “dabblers” are more active  



TRANSLATE ACTIVE 
SOCIAL MEDIA INTO 
PROFESSIONAL SUCCESS



Clinical Trial Enrollment
DOs

§ Trial name

§ Purpose of the study

§ Protocol summary

§ Basic eligibility criteria

§ Study site location(s)

§ Contact information

§ Link to website with more information

DON’Ts

§ Imply certainty of benefit

§ Claim the drug, biologic or device is safe or effective 
for purposes of the study or that it’s known to be 
equivalent or better than existing care;

§ Say “new treatment” or “new drug” without clarifying 
that it’s investigational

§ Promote the trial as free medical treatment.



Toot Your Own Horn: Presentations

§ Summarize your data
§ Use figures 
§ Advertise events



Toot Your Own Horn: Manuscripts
§ Link to manuscript
§ Figures are key
§ Infographics

§ Provide SM details to the journal

Shannon N. Westin, MD, MPH



Interact with Journals

§ High Impact
§ Social Media Savvy
§ Podcasts
§ Journal Clubs



Track Your Progress

§ Altmetric scores
§ Quick way to track engagement
§ Not just journals
§ Integrated into scholarly sites
§ Share your links!
§ Academic profiles



In Conclusion…
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Why Go Beyond Twitter?

around Twitter, where tweets allow for live interactivity that
can help reach a broader population beyond those at-
tending in person.9 Indeed, social media activity often in-
creases substantially around cancer-related conferences,7

and the continuous growth in participation has been
documented (Table 2).5-8 Although the overall uptake of
Twitter among conference attendees remains low, the
reach of those tweeting is substantial. For example, an
analysis of the Twitter activity starting one week before the
European Society of Surgical Oncology 2018 annual
meeting showed a 20% growth in the followers of the parent
organization’s Twitter account one week after the meeting
concluded, suggesting that Twitter was associated with
greater awareness of the organization itself.6 Although
these analytics are often tied to the use of the hashtag
employed by a specific meeting, data suggest that these
may cause an underestimation of activity. Mackenzie et al7

explored the use of Twitter around the European Society of
Surgical Oncology 2019 meeting (#ESSO39) and reported
that a little over half (54%) of tweet activities used the
hashtag.

More recent analyses of Twitter usage trends over several
years have shown a continuous increase in its use. For
example, between 2011 and 2016, there was a ninefold
increase in tweets and an 11-fold increase in Twitter users
using the conference hashtag.7 Content analysis around
ASCO conferences between 2016 and 2020, using the
social media analytics platform Symplur, shows an increase
in the number of Twitter impressions from 468.2 million in
2016 to approximately 1.12 billion in 2020.9 An analysis of
twitter activity generated from 2013 to 2016 American
Society of Breast Surgeons Annual Meetings showed that

the Twitter user number increased by 450%, the number of
tweets increased by 600%, and physician tweeter number
increased by 457%.5

Third, social media provides opportunities for multiple
stakeholders to discuss data and clinical priorities, allowing
for discussions from various perspectives. An example of
this comes from the work with the Brain Cancer Quality of
Life Collaborative (BCQoLC) regarding the specialized
quality-of-life needs for people with brain tumors and their
caregivers.10 This collaborative includes people with brain
tumors, care partners, researchers, palliative care spe-
cialists, neuro-oncology providers, advocacy group leaders,
and payer representatives. Using tweet chats around the
brain tumor social media (#BTSM) hashtag, they effectively
completed in-person panel work to address this issue. As a
result, they were able to fully represent what QoL meant to
this community and the need for more effective commu-
nication strategies specifically relevant to this community.

It should be noted that restrictions on the length of posts
may restrict an individual’s ability to fully express or expand
from a specific viewpoint. Social media channels are
adapting to such challenges by allowing video or audio or
serial posts to be stitched together (or threads on Twitter).
For those who wish to expand on an idea in a more tra-
ditional way, other online opportunities exist, such as online
columns or blogs.

SOCIAL MEDIA, PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT, AND
ACADEMIC PROMOTION

The role of social media as an acceptable metric for both
professional development and academic promotion has

TABLE 1. Common Social Media Channels in Use1

Social Media
Platform

US Adults Who Say They Ever
Use (%) Digital Media Format Considerations for Oncology Professionals

YouTube 81 Video High user base
Creation of subscription channels for content

Facebook 69 Mixed media: text, video, and pictures High user base
Large number of private and public patient
communities

Live platform is available

Instagram 40 Visual media
Various formats allow for video posts of different

lengths

Ideal for visual content
No ability to redirect user to links outside of the
platform

Live platform is available

Pinterest 31 Visual media (pictures or video) Predominantly female user base
Health and fitness ranks highly as a topic of
interest

LinkedIn 28 Mixed media accepted Professional networking

Snapchat 25 Video and pictures, called Snaps Time-limited content that is meant to autodelete

Twitter 23 Microblogging site, allows for mixed media Primary place for engagement among US-based
clinicians

Ability to go live enabled in 2021 (Spaces)

TikTok 21 Video Information created as entertainment
(infotainment)
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Outside of Twitter…
§ Health care professionals can provide 

accurate health-related information, 
improve health-related behaviors, 
disseminate information, discuss cancer 
screening, improve patient advocacy, 
clinical trial recruitment, network & 
collaborate, and combat misinformation

§ Health care professionals can use social 
media to bridge the gap between 
themselves and patients



My Social Media Experience 

§ Created a professional Instagram account in 
August 2017 with the goal of combating 
misinformation in oncology and sharing 
evidence-based information 

§ In time, created accounts on other social 
media platforms and would put up posts 
sporadically (usually inspired by topics that 
came up in clinic) 

§ Did not engage much beyond posting à
account was slow to grow and at times, 
wondered “why am I here?” 



My Social Media Experience 
§ Despite slow start, I kept going à started posting more 

regularly, engaging and collaborating with other health care 
professional accounts and patient advocate accounts, 
which led to growth

§ Started the INTERLUDE Podcast  

§ Verified on IG/Twitter (now X)

§ Featured in various media/publications (GMA, ABC,  
PopSugar, Insider, NBC News, HuffPost and more)

§ Regularly posting on breast & GYN cancer topics, healthy 
living, & misinformation on multiple platforms 

§ Invite my patients to follow me – practice has expanded

§ Ongoing research – COSMO 

§ ASCO involvement all started with Instagram

§ Conducting social media research

§ Healio “Oncology Social Media Influencer” Award in 2023



Where To Start on Instagram

E l e o n o r a  Te p l i n s k y ,  M D

• The first step is identifying and defining your goal – Why are you here on this particular platform?

§ Patient education, building a practice and reputation, combating misinformation, creative outlet, patient 
advocacy, clinical trial recruitment, research opportunities, networking and collaboration

§ Brand yourself!  

• Don’t focus on ”likes” or follower counts

• Discuss with your employer in advance 

§ Be aware of institution’s social media policy, what is in your contract, and who owns intellectual property 

• Reach out to other doctors/health care professionals active on the platform

• Have fun with it! 



Making an Instagram Profile

§ Someone reading your bio should have an idea of what they will
see on your page. Be succinct, use short phrases and emojis!

§ If you want to recruit patients or have your own patients follow
you, tell people where you work and make it easy for them.

§ If you want to grow, you need to make your account public!

§ Consider whether you will have professional content only versus
personal + professional (I have separate ones and I do not post
my children on my professional account)

§ There is a huge patient advocate community on IG – don’t be
afraid to reach out and introduce yourself and engage with
them (one way to start is by searching disease specific hashtag
– i.e. #breastcancer and commenting on posts)
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E l e o n o r a  T e p l i n s k y ,  M D
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Profile Examples of Other IG Oncologists – All Different Goals! 
(The oncology community outside of Twitter is small)



Let’s Talk About Content – Authenticity is Key

E l e o n o r a  Te p l i n s k y ,  M D
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§ You do not have to spend hours creating content and making the “perfect” reel or post. 

§ Who is your account going to be geared for? 

§ If patient-focused, think about how you would explain something in the clinic and then post that. Use patient-centered language!

§ Use your clinic conversations to guide your content 

§ Be very careful with patient information

§ Focus on the bottom line! People have very short attention spans on social media. This is not the time to go into specific hazard 
ratios (save that for Twitter | X) 

§ Know your audience! Look at the posts that do well in terms of comments and engagement 

§ Use Canva for graphics/colors/logos

§ PROMOTE, PROMOTE, PROMOTE yourself!!!  

§ Stay authentic and true to yourself. Think before you post and if an opportunity gives you pause, there is usually a reason for it.



Using Social Media for Advocacy

E l e o n o r a  Te p l i n s k y ,  M D
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The Ugly of Social Media…

Lindell L. The New Yorker, April 28, 2021. 



Combating Misinformation on Social Media
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TIPS:
• Have a thick skin 
• Don’t engage with trolls 
• BLOCK people! 
• Show the data so people know you are a trusted resource



Be Prepared for Negative Comments

Some Comments Received on TikTok

“Pharma will never let it hit market. I work in pharma…we 
earn more from patients treating symptoms [for] years then 
from cures.” 

“More [BS] to sell pharmaceuticals.”

“Covid vaccine had zero data! Allow everyone in stage 4 
that wishes to take it, just make it so patient’s can’t sue 
the maker.”

“The word around the grapevine is that most of our 
diseases are because of parasites. Many people are 
battling their cancers with animal dewormers.”

“That’s funny she says sometimes drugs can’t switch to 
human consumption [due] to ethics. It didn’t stop them 
with Covid vaccine ppl are dropping dead.”



Doxxing

§ Intentional reveal of a person’s private information online without their consent, often with 
malicious intent 

§ Can include sharing of phone numbers, addresses, ID numbers and any other information that 
make the victim easy to find and exposed to other threats such as stalking, harassment etc.

§ Health care providers are increasingly victims of doxxing

§ Also increasingly dealing with harassment, death threats

§ Seen more with posting of controversial information (i.e. vaccines)

§ These fears can (and do) dissuade doctors from showing up online 

Eckert, S. and Metzger-Riftkin, J. (2020). Doxxing. In The International 
Encyclopedia of Gender, Media, and Communication.



Physician Social Media Harassment 

(Pendergrast TR et al).

“Nearly one-quarter of physicians reported 
being personally attacked on social media. 
A total of 1 in 6 female physicians reported 

being sexually harassed.”



Pendergrast TR et al. JAMA Internal Med, 2021. 



What to do about the online “Trolls”

Beltran Ponce S et al. JCO Oncol Practice, 2022.



Other Topics to Consider

Eleonora Teplinsky,  MD
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• Importance of setting boundaries online

• Patient communications

§ What happens if your patients contact you online with medical questions?

§ Remember that your patients will follow you and see your content – be careful with what you post and when

• Using social media for academic promotion or compensation in RVU-based models

• Handling comments/feedback & doxxing

• Research

§ How do we utilize to improve clinical trial access and recruitment?

§ How do we leverage the access to patients on social media to design new trials and conduct clinical research?



COSMO
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• Founded to demonstrate value of social media for oncology 
professionals and to encourage social media participation

• Started nearly 10 years by a group of oncology professionals 
(Don Dizon, Deanna Attai and others) who met on Twitter 
and came together to provide guidance and best practices 
for colleagues on online engagement 

• Has published multiple papers (JCO OP edition dedicated to 
COSMO 8/2022), presentations/posters, virtual meeting 
held 2021, planning ongoing for 2nd meeting in September 
2024 in New York 

• Great way to get involved in research and network

• New leadership: Martina Murphy and Eleonora Teplinsky 

• Join us today to hear more!!! 



Imposter Syndrome Among Oncologists and 
Trainees on Social Media 

Teplinsky E et al. 2023 ASCO Annual Meeting. 

Imposter syndrome (IS) is defined as an inability to believe that one’s success is deserved. It is 
commonly encountered by physicians, with cited statistics ranging from 22% to 98%, is associated 
with negative mental health impacts and can be harmful to one’s wellbeing. What about IS online? 



Imposter Syndrome Among Oncologists 
and Trainees on Social Media 

Teplinsky E et al. 2023 ASCO Annual Meeting. 

53% of respondents 
(N=55) scored positive 
for imposter syndrome 

using this scale. 

20% had been harassed 
or cyberbullied on SM 
and 41% felt that SM 
caused them to feel 

anxious, lonely or 
depressed. Yet 62% 

noted positive mental 
health impacts from SM. 



Thank you! Questions?


